MAGIC LANTERN

The

magic
lantern
man
In the days before moving pictures ‘lanternists’ entertained the masses with their
illuminated shows, Jeremy Miles takes a glimpse into the origins of cinema with
local expert Rob MacDonald
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ob MacDonald is in
his element. Searching
through a carefully
catalogued box of old
hand-painted glass
slides he shows me a girl skipping, a
policeman being bashed over the
head with a protestor’s placard and
a rat disappearing into the gaping
mouth of a snoring man.
“Wonderful stuff isn’t it?” he
enthuses. Leaning over an antique
viewer in his Poole flat, he clicks the
slides back and forth. The skipping
rope goes down, the girl goes up.
It’s an enchanting reminder of a
time when viewing pleasures were
somewhat simpler than they
are today.
With movies and TV routinely
delivering mind-boggling special
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effects, it is perhaps hard to imagine
the thrill that was once derived from
the simplest of images. This is Rob’s
area of expertise – he’s a long-time
collector and acknowledged
authority on pre-cinema equipment.
A 62-year-old retired engineer and
project manager, Rob has written
many articles on the subject and is
also editor of the newsletter of the
international Magic Lantern Society.
At this year’s Purbeck Film
Festival he will be giving a specialist
talk on the prehistory of the cinema
when crowds would pack village
inns and church halls to see images
projected by travelling lantern men.
That their projectors, illuminated by
burning wicks, were known as magic
lanterns was no accident. People
were amazed by what they saw –

A cutting from The Illustrated London News in 1852 showing
a magic lantern show taking place at the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly
with Albert Smith who is talking about the ascent of Mont Blanc
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MAGIC LANTERN

Left: Rob
looks at a
hand painted
glass slide
showing sailors
coming ashore
after a voyage,
c1820
Right: A magic
lantern in its
original box
with slides

Diarist Samuel Pepys noted that on
August 19, 1666 he received a visit from a
Mr Reeves who had brought “a lantern with
pictures in glass to make strange things
appear on a wall”
whether a simple tableaux, funny
tales or knowing comments on the
burning issues of the day.
“The lanternists were very popular,
particularly during the early 19th
century,” explains Rob. “They would
go from village to village showing
their slides on any convenient white
wall and embellishing the show with
their stories.”
Although many years later twinlens lanterns capable of screening
dissolving images would be
developed, the early techniques were
basic but effective. Some slides offer
an interesting glimpse at changing
social attitudes and behaviour – the
one of a mother beating her son
would not play well today. They also
include advertisements for popular
products of the day which are
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familiar to us like Cadbury’s
chocolate, Bird’s custard and Bovril.
Rob first became interested in the
subject as a child. “I had a sort of
adopted uncle who had a magic
lantern and he would come round
and show his slides. I used to love
seeing them. I managed to buy my
own magic lantern from a jumble
sale when I was 13. It cost five
shillings (25p) and came complete
with its own collection of slides.”
Rob, who still uses his jumble sale
lantern today, says that over the
years his interest has deepened and
widened to include other precinema equipment like Stanhopes .

Rob shows the insides of a
magic lantern with its mirror
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MAGIC LANTERN

Hand-painted
19th-century glass
slides showing political
comment on the voting
repeal in Ireland

Hand-painted
19th -century glass
slides showing a
skipping game

Hand-painted 19thcentury glass slides
of Mr Punch designed
for signing off a
magic lantern show
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A sequence of three
slides showing Alexandra
Palace in daylight, dusk
and illuminated at night
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MAGIC LANTERN

Hand-painted 19th-century
glass slide showing a
donkey race
A peep-egg made of white
alabaster, a present from Weymouth
and one of the views inside

Stanhopes is the collective name for
various novelty objects containing a
tiny lens through which images can
be viewed. A good example of this
are peep-eggs which, as their name
suggests, are egg-shaped viewers
made of white alabaster and turned
on a pole-lathe.
A new favourite in Rob’s collection
is a peep-egg that would have been
sold to a holidaymaker in
Weymouth. “I always look for
interesting and unusual subjects and
of course I’m also into anything with
a local Dorset connection,” he tells
me. Peering inside there are two
views of the resort and third of a
grotto. “It probably dates from the
around 1840s when grottos were all
the rage,” he explains.

to another – was often featured in
theatrical shows but in 1849 the
artist John Banvard struck on the
idea of presenting it in travelogue
format. His celebrated panorama of
The Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
was a big hit. It was described as
“The Three Mile Painting” (it was
actually only about 600 feet long)
but what it delivered was a chance to
see another world thousands of
miles away.
Among his collection Rob has the
original lavish 1851 souvenir
programme from another moving
panorama Route of the Overland
Mail to India. This is of particular
interest because it was illustrated by
his own great, great grandfather, the
Victorian artist John Absolon.

A new favourite in Rob’s collection is a
peep-egg that would have been sold to a
holidaymaker in Weymouth
Rob points out that elements of
modern cinema existed long before
the Lumiere brothers screened their
first films for paying customers in
Paris in December 1895. Diarist
Samuel Pepys noted that on August
19, 1666 he received a visit from a Mr
Reeves who had brought “a lantern
with pictures in glass to make strange
things appear on a wall.” Pulsequickening images of an imaginary
kind soon found their place in magic
lantern shows. The craze for
phantasmagoria slide shows during
the 1790s clearly anticipated the
future popularity of horror films.
The modern day travel
documentary has its roots in the
19th century practice of showing
projected illustrations of exotic
places. The moving panorama – a
long painting wound from one reel
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“It must have been amazing for
people in the mid-nineteenth
century to see those images,” says
Rob. “The new mail route reduced
the time it took to get to India from
six months, including a journey
around the Cape, to about two
weeks. In reality only about 150
miles of it – into Alexandria and out
of Suez – was overland but it was still
an extraordinary achievement. It
must have been like a shot of the
moon at the time.” N
Rob MacDonald is a guest of the
2012 Purbeck Film Festival which
runs from 12–27 October. Rob’s
illustrated talk The Prehistory of the
Cinema is on Sunday October 26 at
7.30pm at Durlston Country Park,
Swanage. For more details visit
purbeckfilm.com
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